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"I wake to sleep and take my waking slow. I feel my fate in what I cannot fear. I learn by going where I have to go."

The Waking
Theodore Roethke
ACT ONE

Scene 1. Discoland
Singers .................. Marylee Mattel, Debbie Shabas, Tony Snow
Dancers .................. Bobbi Bauer, Dean Bennett, Andy Burger,
Mike Casey, Bill Conklin, Tom Davidson,
Selma Feldman, Rich Hahn, John Hellerstedt,
Wanda Kotvan, Norman Krause, Bob Levy,
Sheila Palevsky, Becky Ribovich,
Ken Rosenthal, Debbie Rotenstein, Debbie Saunders,
Lenny Selednik, Nancy Story, Pell Ann Wardrop,
Gail Weiner, John Yankura
Dr. Shlep .................. Sid Wanetick
Dr. Disco .................. Mark Rosenberg

STAYING ALIVE

Well, you can tell very well by the way I walk that
I've been on call and I'm too tired to talk
I'm an intern now, my confidence is low, I'm so afraid
of failing, there's so much to know
They say "That's all right, that's o.k., so far all
your patients are walking away"
Don't ask me why it's so—All my patients are status quo
Can't work any faster, I anticipate disaster, but they're
staying alive
I'm not one to bicker, they should all be getting sicker.
but they're staying alive.

Well, you would think after four years of medical school that I
would know my stuff and not be such a fool
But even though I did very well on the boards, it's just not
the same when you're out on the wards
You know you've got to think on your own, draw that blood
from a vein that's blown
Push that Epi but not too fast or else that shot might be his last
Each morning when I wake up I'm afraid I'm gonna break up
but I'm staying alive
There's so much to master, I just want to go get plastered so I'm
staying alive
Don't know what I'm doing—somebody help me.

Staying Alive
Barry, Robin and Maurice Gibbs

Scene 2. The Bong Show
Trudi Barris .................. Bobbi Bauer
Dean Drew .................. Mary Fleet
Robert Glew .................. Frank Mazza
Mrs. Wanetick .................. Jean Warner
Dean Werner .................. Stu Shapiro
Albert Schwietzer .................. Joe Gribik
Applicants .................. Wanda Kotvan, Dave Siegel, John
Hellerstedt, Fred Stone

Scene 3. Meanwhile, Back at the Anatomy Lab
Med Students .................. Wanda Kotvan, Dave Siegel, John
Hellerstedt, Fred Stone
Singers .................. Stacey Brennen, Emily Miller, Chris Bloom,
Debbie Rotenstein, Mark Rosenberg, Dave Siegel,
Judy Cohen, Selma Feldman, Mike Casey, Gary Weinstein,
Stu Shapiro
Dancers .................. Jim Schmitt, Dick Stypula, Fred Stone,
Jim Weber, Dave Beck, Rod Hartman
Flaming Femurette .................. Bobbi Bauer

LEARNING BONES IS HARD TO DO
Metatarsal, clavicle, radius
Ulna, phalanx, pelvis, calcaneus
Tibia, femur, scapula, humerus
Learning bones is hard to do

Please take these bones away from me
Can't you see that I'm in misery
Come on, partner, let's start anew
Cause learning bones is hard to do

Remember back to college days
We would B.S. all our time away
Well, now, partner, those days are through
Cause learning bones is hard to do

You think that learning bones is hard to do?
Wait till you're a PMS II
Path labs that never will end
Instead of reading slides you'll wish that
you were learning bones again.

I used to think that French was dull
Till I had to know the holes in the skull
Yes, partner, it's sad but true
Learning bones is hard to do.

Breaking Up is Hard to Do
Neil Sedaka
Scene 4. The 3rd Floor “Lounge” of Scaife Hall

Stanley Schmutz ......................................... Bob Levy
Osmotic Loads ........................................... Bobbi Bauer, Dave Beck, Rod Hartman,
Dave Lobur, Paul Lobur, Jim Costlow, Emily Miller,
Debbie Saunders, Debbie Shabas, John Yankura

RENAI RHAPSODY

Sing a renal rhapsody
So that we might learn how we pee
Most vital physiology
If salt and water overload
You and your kidney will explode
While your cells are metabolizing
Your serum toxins are surely rising
This is not good for your health
And so the blood flows
Carrying the poisons as it goes
To Bowman’s Capsule of the nephron
There a filter will cleanse the blood
Leaving the urine with all the crud.

Chorus: Sing a renal rhapsody, so that
we might learn how we pee
Most vital physiology
Tinkle tinkle tink weee wee

In the renal rhapsody
There are some factors we must measure
Like the mean arterial pressure
And the glomerular filtration rate
Both will affect your urine’s fate
Also renin and angiotensin
Are two hormones that we must mention
They constrict arterioles
ADH and aldosterone
Help the kidney save sodium
In the Loop of Henle
And you thought it did not matter
How number one got into the bladder!

(Chorus)

Benito’s Song

Toreador Song
Georges Bizet

Scene 5. Talk About Pathology . . .

Lombardi .................................................. Les Rachlin
Carmen ...................................................... Debbie Shabas
Caballeros .... Dave Beck, Jim Costlow, Lester Gottesman,
John Hellerstedt, Andy Kofke, Tugger Rice, Gary Toig,
Jim Weber

BENITO’S SONG
I teach pathology
My name’s Benito L.
My lectures stink, my English is hell
Even though I’ve been here many years
I speak worse than my peers
I love fat livers but my greatest thrill
Is working for T.J. Gill.

His name’s Lombardi
He gives us all a pain
As he tries to make the path course look sane
If we hear one more time we will moan
The five signs of inflamación:
Rüber, calor, tumor, dolor, funció laseo
He really drives us crazyo.

CARMEN’S REPLY

Dr. Lombardi, I come to you
I’m not cyanotic but I am blue
We’ve all done so well up to this date
Despite the path labs that we all hate
Each day a headache from the microscope
With smelly organs we cannot cope
In second year we have so much work
You add a final, you’re such a jerk

Please understand my foolish ways
It all makes sense to me within my haze
Your older friends did not do well
And so I’m choosing to put you through hell

That is the dumbest thing I’ve heard
May all the plasma within you curdle
I see I’ve lost, we’re out of luck
Do us a favor and go get fucked!

Habañera
Georges Bizet

Brightly Dawns Our Wedding Day
Sir Arthur Sullivan
Scene 6. This Is Your Life

Resident ... Ken Rosenthal
Intern ... Jim Weber
Med Student ... Fred Slone
Dr. Savodnik ... Rich Hahn
Ralph Edwards ... Mark Rosenberg
Mrs. Savodnik ... Debbie Rotenstein
Sigmund Freud ... Dave Beck
PMS Ill's ... Bill Conklin, Jody Knight, Judy Cohen,
Andy Kofke, Dave Lobur
Zanies ... Nancy Story, Becky Ribovich, Mary Fleet,
Dave Beck, Tom Davidson, Jean Warner, Paul Lobur,
Dave Lobur, Stu Shapiro, Les Rachlin, Stacey Brennan,
Emily Miller, Tony Snow, Lester Gottesman,
John Hellerstedt, Dean Bennett, Wanda Kotvan,
Mary Olson, Gail Weiner, Mark Rosenberg,
Dave Siegel, Andy Burger, Jody Knight

MUTUAL PSYCHIATRIC COMMUNITY

Chorus: We belong to a mutual psychiatric community—
this loony and me
And don't just think 'cause we wear white coats,
we are granted immunity

For lectures Irwin's always late
So we just sit and meditate
We know he's playing with our minds
That really puts us in a bind
And when we eventually all go manic
He'll just tell us not to panic
Or he'll lock us all up permanently—with the clinic key!

(Chorus)

With getting honors we're obsessed
And with our social lives depressed
Our sex lives are such total bombs
That we've turned into Peeping Toms
Whenever we drink we get D.T.'s
Our brains are organically diseased
From the stress and strain of having to think,
We're on the brink!

(Chorus)

Scene 7. The Numbing World of Neurology

Henry Higman ... Dave Siegel
Mr. Johnson ... Rod Hartman
Dr. Lubic ... Lester Gottesman
Dr. Terrence ... Frank DeStefano
Dr. Rice ... Sheila Palevsky
Mr. Bidwell ... Tugger Rice
Students ... Joe Gribik, Stu Shapiro, George Magovern,
Edna Stratemeir, Mike McCafferty, Andy Kofke,
Gail Weiner, Chris Bloom, Selma Feldman

Scene 8. Stranger Than Truth

Narrator ... John Hellerstedt
Scene 9. Tuition

Tevye ........................................... Matt Smith
W. Posvar ................................. Dave Beck
Trustee #1 ................................. Mike Casey
Trustee #2 ................................. Gary Weinstein
Trustee #3 ................................. Stu Shapiro
Students ........ Dean Bennett, Bob Levy, Mike McCafferty,
Les Rachlin, Sheila Palevsky, Cindy Hoover, Jean Warner,
Mary Olson, Les Gottesman, Frank Mazza, Chris Bloom,
Stacey Brennen, Jodi Knight, Norman Krause, Gary Toig,
Joe Gribik, Becky Ribovich, Debbie Rotenstein,
Emily Miller, Tom Davidson, Rich Hahn, John Yankura,
Selma Feldman, Mary Fleet, Gail Weiner, Dave Lobur,
Paul Lobur

TUITION

Who borrows bucks from wealthy foundations,
the government, banks and others well endowed?
Then who has to moonlight to pay back all the loans
or to graduate he’s not allowed?
The Middle Class! Tuition!

Who must know the proper way to drive a Vette,
to swing a club, to join a club?
Who must look well-tailored in a rugby shirt when
asking Daddy for the next month’s rent?
The Rich Kids! Tuition!

And me, I take the lion’s share of what my spouse
is earning
I hope that we are still in love when
I am finished learning!
The Marrieds! Tuition!

Who does their utmost best to make the system pay
By claiming several hardships were standing in their way?
The Poor Kids! Tuition!

ACT TWO

Scene 1. The Surgical Ego Convention

Dr. Watson ...................................... Bill Reed
Dr. Jannetta ..................................... Andy Burger
Dr. Maroon ....................................... Dean Bennett
Dr. Schwentker .............................. John Hellerstedt
Dr. Grand ........................................ John Yankura
Dr. Musgrave ................................. Mike McCafferty
Dr. Ravitch ..................................... Dick Stypula
Waitresses ................................. Edna Stratemeir, Judy Orie
Singers ........................................... Lenny Selednik, Tony Snow, Jim Weber
Audience .................................... Cast

POP GOES THE BERRY

Round and round the Circle of Willis
The blood goes swift and merry
All at once the pressure goes up
Pop! goes the berry.

Your neck will hurt
You’ll lose your lunch
The light will bother you very
Who knows what you’re going to lose
When pop! goes the berry.

Pop Goes the Weasel
American Folk Song

TIC DE LA ROUX, MA’ DARLIN

Pain in your cheekbone, what’re ya gonna do?
Pain in your cheekbone, I know what to do
Pain in your checkbook, when I’m finally through,
Tic de la roux, ma’ darlin’.

Skip To My Lou
American Folk Song

TURPIN’, USA

Well get a guy in his sixties
And do a rectal test
Give his prostate a BIG squeeze
Make sure he’s pointin west.
His gland’s as hard as a rock now
He hasn’t peed all day
Add him onto my service,
I’m Turpin’, USA!
We could do a suprapubic
Or go in through his butt,
Could try a retropubic
Or else your standard cut.
We'll snip and clip at his prostate
Until it's blown away
He'll have to walk with a new gait now
Turpin', USA!

Surfin' USA
Chuck Berry

Scene 2. The VAH Commissary
Singers ................. Dean Bennett, Mike Casey, Norm Krause,
                    Dave Lobur, Paul Lobur, Tugger Rice, Mark Rosenberg,
                    Jim Schmitt, Dave Siegel, Tony Snow, Dick Stypula,
                    Gary Toig, Jim Weber, Gary Weinstein, John Yankura

ME AND MY I.V.

Me and my IV
Just me and my IV
While I'm NPO, this jug's become a part of me
We stroll down the ward
Attached by a cord,
While one hundred cc's flow q hourly.

I'm learning to thrive
On a diet of D5
If not for this good friend, I wouldn't be alive
She'll surely be missed
When she's yanked from my wrist
It's me—me and my IV.

Singin' In The Rain
Arthur Freed and Nacio Herb Brown

THE SHOCKING PINK AND BABY BLUES

Always thought that I'd like Pediatrics
I'd play with a baby who just giggles and coos
Well lovin' I'm not, cause you know that I've got
The shocking pink and baby blues.

If I see one more case of diarrhea
With mushy stools that take on yellow-green hues
The kid's dehydrated and I am frustrated
With shocking pink and baby blues.

I hate checking strep throats—cause mine is sore next
I hate social hist'ries—I get so perplexed
I loathe giving boosters—cause all the kids cry
They won't even sit still when I try to check their fundi.

I'm always looking into ears with bulging membranes
Chock full of pneumococci and H. flu
Well I need some Bufferin, cause I'm surely sufferin'
With shocking pink and baby blues.

I quell the scabies, and I start to itch
I rule out rabies, and I start to twitch
I cure the croup with a hot shower mist
I teach them toilet training, then I get pissed.

I guess that I was just cut out to be an internist
I'd rather cope with lousy livers drenched in booze
I'm burning my Nelson's because it's been hell since
I've come down with this illness
I've really had my fillness
Of shocking pink and baby blues.

Don't It Make My Brown Eyes Blue
Richard Leigh

Scene 4. So You Want to be a Doctor ...

First Medical Student ......................... Judy Cohen
Second Medical Student ...................... Emily Miller
Third Medical Student ....................... Judy Knight
First Nurse ..................................... Mary Olson
Second Nurse ................................. Sheila Palevsky
Third Nurse ................................... Judy Orié
Singers ......................................... Judy Cohen, Emily Miller, Debbie Rotenstein and the female cast
FEMALE MED STUDENTS' LAMENT

When I was a college premed
My girlfriends gave me advice
They said medicine was really meant for guys
They said that the men would snub me, the nurses
would all be nice
But they were oh so wrong to my naive surprise
In other words while the medical men treat us
with respect and wit
The nurses all treat us like shit!

Well, it seems whenever you want them they're
on coffee breaks
And then whenever you find them they just make mistakes
In the interests of health we should keep them away
for the patients' sakes
Why do nurses all treat us like shit?

I try so hard to be friendly
But they just respond to me
With icy stare so cold I get the chills
They won't take my co-signed orders
Until I'm a real M.D.
Unless by some act of God I sprout testicles!
In other words, when a guy is around, the
nurses both work and flirt
But if you're female, they treat you like dirt!

Well, they wear so much mascara that it
almost blinds
And wear the tightest uniforms over their fat
behinds
In nursing it seems that those are really
the vital signs
Why do nurses all treat us like dirt?

The ones in Magee's Labor Suite deserve
their own verse
They treat the females badly but they treat
the males worse
An O.B. R.N. must somehow develop a permanent curse
Why do nurses all treat us like dirt?

And furthermore, when confronted with this they'll
deny it all I'm sure
But the nurses treat us like horse manure!

They say that nurse anesthetists have more class
Cause instead of cleaning bedpans, they're passing gas
And when the operation's over, they pass ass
Why do nurses treat us like horse manure?
Manure! Who could ask for more?
If we promise we won't steal their
boyfriends and in two weeks we'll be gone from Pitt
Maybe nurses won't treat us like piles of shit.

Adelaide's Lament
Frank Loesser

Scene 5. USO a la VAH

Gomer .................................. Lenny Selednik
WAC's ................................. Debbie Saunders, Debbie Shabas

THE ORDINARY GOMER

He was a famous amputee from out at Leech Farm way
Recovering nicely from his last B.K.
He was the greatest in his chair
And he'd do wheelies on the elevator just on a dare
His liver's failing now—his heart is ailing now
He's the ordinary gomer from the Pittsburgh VA

He's got a bleeding ulcer that will never heal
He can't remember when he had a home-cooked meal
You know his nerves are really shot
He really thinks he's seeing elephants in his army cot
He's not as potent now—he's paying no rent now
He's the ordinary gomer from the Pittsburgh VA

He smokes a carton a week of smelly Camels
He drinks like a fish, not like any kind of mammal
He watches twenty hours of TV a day
He's the ordinary gomer from the Pittsburgh VA

Boogie Woogie Bugle Boy
Don Kaye and Hughie Prince

Scene 6. Bowling With Dullards

Nick .................................. Fred Slone
Announcer ............................. Dick Stypula
Dr. Al Shapiro ........................ Jim Weber
Dr. Moosy ............................ Sid Wanetick
Dr. Leb ................................ Tony Snow
Dr. Oliver ............................. Tugger Rice
Dr. Fireman ........................... John Hellerstedt
Jack Meoff ............................ Dick Stypula
Nurse #1 .............................. Wanda Kotvan
Nurse #2 .............................. Mary Olson
Nurse #3 .............................. Chris Bloom
Nurse #4 .............................. Gail Weiner
Dr. Gittin ............................. George Magovern
Bleachers ......................... Cast

Scene 7. You Louse Up My Life

Singer .............................. Debbie Shabas

YOU LOUSE UP MY LIFE

When I was small, I did well on quizzes
As I grew older, I aced all my tests
Entrance exams were never a hassle
And now here's the catch, I have just met my match.
Oo, National Boards
You have me floored
What will I score?
I just hope I pass
Or my ass is grass . . . no class!

I've chewed up all my number 2 pencils
My bladder's so twitchy I just peed in my pants
Those answer blanks give my nystagmus
I'm in such a stew—here's what I'd like to do:

Screw National Boards
My ulcer roars
And my headache soars
You loused up my day and killed
my night . . . can't sleep.

You loused up my life
You've made me dread op'ning the mail
You loused up my day and filled my dreams—with screams
Where did I go wrong? I used to be so bright
Oh you—you loused up my life . . .

You Light Up My Life
Joe Brooks

Scene 8. OB-GYN—Finale

Nurse #1 ........................................ Jean Warner
Nurse #2 ........................................... Selma Feldman
Nurse #3 ........................................... Cindy Hoover
Resident #1 ..................................... Tom Davidson
Resident #2 ..................................... Gary Toig
Resident #3 ..................................... John Yankura
Peds. Intern ................................. Chris Bloom
Dr. Rulin ........................................... Frank Mazza
Baby ..................................................... Andy Kofke
Man ..................................................... Rod Hartman
Mood Ladies ................................. Judy Cohen, Bobbi Bauer
Mood Doctor ................................. Ken Rosenthal
Disco Doc ......................................... Mark Rosenberg
Supremes .................................. Debbie Saunders, Wanda Kotvan,
Gail Weiner
Dancers .................. Andy Burger, Jim Costlow, Frank DeStefano,
Selma Feldman, Jody Knight, Wanda Kotvan, Bob Levy,
Frank Mazza, Judy Orie, Paul Lobur,
Bill Conklin, Bill Reed, Nancy Story, Stacey Brennan,
Tony Snow, Edna Stratemeyer, Pell
Wardrop, John Yankura, Mark Rosenberg

And the entire cast . . .

LOVE IS LIKE AN ITCHING IN MY GROIN

The lovebug bit me, didn't mean for it to git me
Oooo, I wake up in the morning and I'm filled
with desire
To void, I can't stop the fire
Doc, it's a real live fire
Oooo, it's a burning sensation, far beyond imagination
Doc, I got an itching in my groin, spreading down
my loins, and baby, I can't scratch it.

How long have you had it?
Almost a year
Why come now?
Because I was near
Do you have a discharge?
How did you know?
White or yellow?
Ooo, doc, I gotta go.

I can't sit for more than minutes
Pass a bathroom and I'm in it
Just when I finally stop the trickle, once
again I start to tickle
What you gonna do, oh yeah, this bug's gotta
hold, a hold on me
Doc, I got an itching in my groin and, baby,
I can't scratch it.

It's a nasty irritation causing my body
complications
It's a terrible infection and I want an injection
Got me rockin' and a reelin' and I can't
shake the feelin'

Doc, I got an itch'in' in my groin, spreading down my loins, and baby,
I can't scratch it!

Love Is Like An Itching In My Heart
Holland, Dozier and Holland

IN THE MOOD

Pardon me doctor, but I came here today
Cause I have a problem that will not go away
When my hubby comes home at the end of the day
It seems that all he wants to do is hop in the hay
And cause I'm not too interested he thinks that
I'm gay
You see my problem doctor is I'm never in the mood
Never in the mood, don't want to screw him
Rotten mood, won't bill and coo him
Lousy mood, why did I woo him?
You see I'm never in the mood.
Pardon me doctor but I came here today
Cause I have a problem that will not go away.
You see my greatest joy in life is getting a lay.
My joy is even greater when I do it for pay.
At first it seemed so wise to mix my work
with my play.
You see my problem doctor is I'm always in the mood
In the mood, I'd love to screw ya
In the mood, I'll even chew ya.
In the mood, I'll sock it to ya.
I'm always in a loving mood.

Pardon me ladies for the slight delay
I also have a problem that will not go away.
Even though I read Psychology Today
It seems that I don't know exactly
what I should say.
Human sexuality is not my forte
You see they never taught us that in medical school
But there's a clinic down at WPIC
Where they specialize in sexuality
They'll show you porno movies while they
take histories
And they'll try to cure you for a moderate fee.

Or read some M & J and you can do it for free
Before you know it you'll be in a reasonable mood
In the mood, they'll be no rejects
In the mood, you'll want to have sex
In the mood, but not in excess
Come see me when you're in the mood.

In The Mood
Joe Garland and Andy Razaf

Now the evening has come to a close and
we sure hope that you enjoyed the play
We also hope we haven't made new foes
and that you're smiling when you walk away
As the Reader's Digest always said, laughing
fixes ailing folks
So please stay well and don't get sick cause
we'll kill you with our jokes.

(Chorus)

Sir Duke
Stevie Wonder

Following the Saturday Night performance, there will be a recep-
tion in the Syria Mosque Banquet Hall for those faculty, alumni
and friends holding a green ticket.

FINALE

Never would have thought four years ago
that we would ever make it to this stage
You know the tale of med school life is
through and we are ready now to turn the page
Well it seems like only yesterday that
we were all pre-med
Thank the lord that's all behind us now
and it's time to look ahead.

Chorus: We have made it and it's over
We have paid and it is over
We have played and it is over
We have prayed and it is over . . . .
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As of May 14, 1978

Sheldon Adler
Robert O. Aeppli
David C. Agnew
Usman Ahmad
Th omas E. Allen
John F. Almquist
Frank & Carol Altman
Charles Ashe
Ralph C. Auchenbach
A. E. Axelrod
Ruth Bachman
H. T. Bahnsen
Robert Baraff
C. Jack Bark
Maxine Baron
J. W. Barto
R. E. Basford
Lee W. Bass
Lee B. Beerman
Frank R. Begg
Thomas G. Benedek
Joseph Bensy
George H. Benz, Jr.
George Berg
Malcolm P. Berger
Michael L. Berman
Robert Bigge
Donald G. Birrell
Judith Black
Mark M. Blatter
Charles Bluestone
Richard Bondi
Franklin Bontempo
Anne Bowes
Jean B. Braun
Shelly Braun
Donald Breneman
Charles S. Brenner
Charles S. Brenner
Jon Brillman
Klaus M. Bron
James T. Brown
R. B. Buckingham
John A. Burkholder
Frank W. Butera
Ralph J. Caparosa
Homer V. Capparell
Steve Caritis
Donald G. Carson
Nikolaj Cauna
Irvin Chamovitz
Ed Cheek
Stuart Chetlin
Wallace Christy
Carol J. Close
Warren A. Coax
Alan Cohen
Bernard I. Cohen
Peter Z. Cohen
William I. Cohen
Carol Z. Congedo
Robert Connamacher
Charles E. Copeland
Clinton N. Corder
Herbert E. Croft
Hugh Curtin
Edward Curtis
B. Czernobilsky
H. L. Dameshek
William de Groat
Andrew Dekker
Keith A. Derco
Mark Diamond
Richard Dillio
Warren Diven
Lee C. Dobler
W. F. Donaldson
John N. Dowling
John J. Doyle
Frances L. Drew
Philip DuBois
Robert G. Dunworth
Jack Dym
Lawrence D. Ellis
Dennis English
Michael F. Ennis
Bryan Evanczky
Herman Felder
Peter F. Ferson
George H. Fetterman
James B. Field
Steele Filipke
Philip Fireman
Edward & Francene Fleegler
Thomas P. Foley, Jr.
F. Jay Fricker
Roco A. Fulciniti
Stephen J. Gabin
Paul C. Gaffney
Karen Roche Galey
Lynda & Raymond Garris
Edward Gates
William O. Generett
Charles P. Gennaual
Anthony F. Gentile
Michael L. Gerber
R. O. Glischer
Richard Ginsburg
Bertram R. Girdany
Mary C. Goessler
Milton W. Golomb
Toby & Tom Graham
Cynthia Gray
Richard B. Greaney
Daryl Greeton
Mayer A. Green
Michael Gribik
Roger Griffin
Bernard A. Grumet
Donald D. Haas
J. E. Hanchett
James T. Hanley
Anthony M. Harrison
Richard N. Harris
H. H. & Ute Hasiba
James G. Hawkins
T. T. Hayashi
Howard Heit
Richard L. Heppner
Barry D. Hootman
J. K. Hootman
Richard H. Horn
E. Rodney Hornbake
Frank S. Horner
Ronald J. Hoy
Jeff Hubbard
Glenn A. Iben
Samuel A. Jacobs
Peter J. Jannetta
Robert R. Johnson

Robert T. Jones, Jr.
Rudolph E. M. Janosko
Elaine & Jeff Joseph
George D. Jukkola
Richard Kalla
Robert J. Kaminski
Sandra S. Kaplan
Anand Karamcheti
Barry H. Kart
Richard Kasdon
Richard E. Katz
Steve Katz
James W. Keller
Charles F. Kelley, Jr.
John Kenney
R. Kent
Donald A. Kilpela
Charles Kleinberg
Bernard Klionsky
E. Knobil
Daniel Kohn
John G. Kokeles
Ronald L. Krall
Seymour Krause
John R. Krause
Laura Krieg
James Krugh
Arlington G. Kuklinca
Herbert G. Kunkel
Stephen E. Landay
Gregory Lang
Alan Lantzy
Charles N. Lebovitz
Robert E. Lee
Cora C. Lenox
David Lerberg
M. R. Leslie
Mark Lester
Macy I. Levine
Phillip R. Levine
Marshall S. Levy
Henry C. Lewis
Richard P. Lewis
James G. Lichter
Jack E. Lipsitz
Jon C. Lloyd
K. D. Ludwig
Francis D. W. Lukens
Robert M. Lumish
Dale Mac Murdo

George J. Magovern
George Mallory
Alan Mallinger
I. Floyd Mallott
Edward L. Malloy
Richard Mann
A. M. Mantia
Frank I. Marlowe
Robert A. Mathews
Chris Matkovic
David P. McCandless
John J. McCarthy
Edward P. McDowell
David L. McFadden
James McGreeny
Thomas McHenry
Paul L. McLain
Pearl G. McNair
Barbara McNulty
Thomas A. Medsger, Jr.
Gary A. Melada
Frank Meo
Louis D. Meta
Leon Metlay
Louis L. Meyers
Milton Michaels
A. S. Milai, Jr.
Felix H. Miller
Robert E. Miller
Gary A. Mitchell
Georgene Moldovan
Richard W. Moriarty
Donald M. Mrvos
Eberhard Mueller-Heubach
Lawrence M. Mulher
L. Mulherin
Ross H. Musgrave
Jack Myers
Alan M. Nadel
J. V. Narduzzi
Robert S. Neff
John E. Nemec
Nigel K. Newman
Michael & Nancy Nieland
Carl Norden
John S. Oehrie
Thomas K. Oliver, Jr.
David Orringer
James L. Ough
Robert F. Pacek

Thomas Painter
Harry Palkovitz
Devagan I. Pandit
James A. Pantano
J. L. Paradise
H. S. Paul
Mary Paulone
George B. Peat
Robert L. Peel
Andrew B. Peitzman
William F. Pekruhn, III
L. Lewis Pennock
Alan S. Penziner
Ronald L. Perrin
Carl J. Pessolano
Vaughn Peters
Edward N. Peterson
Carol Phebus
Grover H. Philip
R. Pilewski
Phil Pilgrim
Evian S. Pokorney
Frederick Porkolab
Bosko Postic
Robert H. Potter
George W. Pousses
Lloyd F. Price
A. J. Puntereri
Bruce S. Rabin
John K. Radler
John J. Raves
David M. Reed
John Reeder
O. M. Reinmuth
Keith S. Reisinger
Marc Rice
Paul M. Rike
Philip P. Rippe
James A. Rock
Gerald P. Rodnan
Albert E. Rolle
B. L. Rottschaefer
James A. Rosen
Arnold Rubenfield
Marvin C. Rulin
Richard Rydze
Kari W. Salatka
S. B. Salvin
Patricia A. Sands
James E. Savage
Paul J. Schaner
Edward D. Schultz
Stanley G. Schultz
Joel D. Schwartz
Robert L. Sculli
Dorothy C. Scott
David P. Segel
Samuel A. Selavitch
Robert G. Selker
Stewart Sell
Richard K. Shadduck
Alvin P. Shapiro
Eugene Shapiro
J. K. Sharma
Joel W. Shelkrot
Peter E. Sheptak
Michael Shore
Ralph Snevers
L. J. Silberman
M. L. Silverblatt
John R. Simpson
William I. Smith, Jr.
James R. Smolko
W. Homer Snodgrass
Ruben & Barbara Snyderman
John Solic
Meyer Sonis
Richard C. Sorce
Joel A. Spero
Pascal N. Spino
Nathan J. Stark
Terence W. Starz
David Steed
Felicien Steichen
Leonard A. Stept
Michael Stevens
Mervin S. Stewart
B. L. Stolzer
Charles S. Stone
James D. Storey
Murray R. Susser
Harold & Nancy Swensen
Daniel R. Synkowski
Ronald J. Taddeo
H. R. Tavberg
Marjorie TeVoularis
C. Terrence
H. Thomas, Jr.
Douglass S. Thompson
James Tipping

Douglas G. Trent
Philip Troen
Alfred S. Tung
A. S. Unis
Murray A. Varat
Thomas R. Vigiano
Wayne C. Waltzer
Charles G. Watson
Lawrence & Ellen Weber
Cyril H. Wecht
John E. Weigel, Jr.
Norbert J. Weiklers
Thomas Wein
Carl & Donna Weinert
Richard A. Weisman
Gary J. Weitzel
Thomas & Edith Welty
Fred C. Weniger
Gerhard Werner
William L. White
LeRoy C. Wilbe
David H. Wilks
Scott L. Williams
C. R. Wilson, Jr.
Alan Winkelstein
H. A. Wissinger
V. T. Worrall
Frederick P. Wucher
Michael Wuslyko
Eugene J. Yanity
John G. Yaros
Foster H. Young, Jr.
Jeff Young
Basil J. Zitelli
John Zitelli
Joseph Zubin

University Health Center of Pittsburgh

A coordinated enterprise to provide
quality in health care
economy in delivery
superiority in services
excellence in education
leadership in research
BEST WISHES FROM

CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL OF PITTSBURGH
... only facility within a 150-mile radius devoted exclusively to care of infants and children.

EYE AND EAR HOSPITAL OF PITTSBURGH
... specializing in ophthalmology, otolaryngology, diseases of the head and neck, vestibular disorders, maxillofacial prosthetic rehabilitation and oral surgery.

FALK CLINIC/AMBULATORY CARE
... main adult outpatient facility of the University Health Center with 38 subspecialty clinics and 5 ancillary departments emphasizing treatment of ambulatory patients.

MAGEE-WOMEN'S HOSPITAL
... 67 years of specialized care in obstetrics, gynecology and neonatology.

MONTEFIORE HOSPITAL
... adult medical-surgical center delivering comprehensive patient care services from primary care in ambulatory community health programs to secondary and tertiary care in a broad range of medical and surgical specialty services.

PRESBYTERIAN-UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL
... adult, medical-surgical facility specializing in neurosurgery, cardiology, artificial kidney treatment and orthopedics.

VETERAN'S ADMINISTRATION HOSPITAL
... offers residency training in 25 subspecialties and is the largest Veteran's outpatient clinic in Western Pennsylvania.

WESTERN PSYCHIATRIC INSTITUTE AND CLINIC
... serves the community, university and Commonwealth as a major resource in the area of mental health.

UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH SCHOOLS OF THE HEALTH PROFESSIONS
... the six schools, Dental Medicine, Health Related Professions, Medicine, Nursing, Pharmacy and the Graduate School of Public Health offer a coordinated program of teaching and research in the health and medical sciences and participate actively in services to the community, state and nation.
"Congratulations to the Class of "78"

UNIFORM BOUTIQUE
Tom & Marilyn Meade
We have a store near you. Ready to serve your Professional Needs.
3516 Fifth Avenue (Oakland)
2132 E. Carson Street (Just across the new Birmingham Bridge)
4428 Penn Avenue (Across from St. Francis Mall)

Best Wishes to Cast and Crew of
SCOPE AND SCALPEL

We can do more together

For the time of your life...it's WONDERFUL WANDA'S™

- Elegant dining
- Extensive menu
- Exquisite service by beautiful people
- Live entertainment Mon.-Sat.
- Dancing
- Warm Hospitality
- Sundays, dancing to fabulous quadraphonic sound
- Everything moves whether for lunch or dinner

at

plus

- Beautiful guest rooms and suites
- Perfect for business meetings and conferences
- Weddings, banquets and other special occasions

Forbes Ave. at McKee Place (412) 683-6000

Our 97th Year
Providing service to the medical profession.

FEICK BROTHERS CO.
5220 Centre Avenue
(next to Shadyside Hospital)
Pittsburgh, PA 15232
681-5300

Medical and surgical supplies and equipment.
Patient aids, sickroom items, ostomy supplies. Drop in and visit us.
COMPLIMENTS OF

SHADYSIDE HOSPITAL

For information about our
Flexible and categorical (medicine, surgery)
first year of graduate medical education
and residencies in Family Practice,
Internal Medicine, Pathology and Surgery.

Contact:
DEPARTMENT OF MEDICAL EDUCATION
Shadyside Hospital
5230 Centre Avenue
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15232

---

C.J.BARNEY'S
House Specialty Drinks

Mon.-Thur.
11 a.m.—12 mid.

C. J. BARNEYCANE
The famous New Orleans Hurricane made
in our own special way. Guaranteed
to Blow You Away!

C. J. BLOODY BARNEY
Own own Special Giant of a Bloody
Mary . . . that will really Open
Your Eyes!

C. J. BARNEY RAMOS FIZZ
Created in Loving Memory of our
Lecherous Uncle Ramos, who drank
thirteen of these every day . . . in
order to sustain his enormous sexual
appetite!

C. J. BARNEY COLADA
The Tropical Island Pina Colada . . .
Imported directly to you from Neville
Island, near McKees Rocks, Pa.

C. J. BARNEY GOLDEN PANTHER
Specially created to honor the Pitt
Panther Football Team . . .
National Champions.

All of the above Extra Large Libations are served
in our own Beautiful Souvenir Glasses which are yours
for the Price of a Drink.

---

WOODEN KEG

3909 Forbes Avenue                                 Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213
621-2149                                     683-7788
COMPLIMENTS OF

THE UPJOHN COMPANY

"Good Luck"

BRISTOL LABORATORIES, INC.
Division of
BRISTOL-MYERS, COMPANY
Bob Gelfand
Lou Palatis

Caruso Hair
Shaping

Salon for Men and Women
In The Maxon Towers, Forbes and Shady
CALL FOR APPT. 521-8833
or 521-9446

Compliments of

STYLEGATE OF SHADYSIDE
5508 Walnut St.
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15232
681-4025

Fine Men's Attire

KARDS UNLIMITED
5522 WALNUT STREET
SHADYSIDE
683-5055

A Tasteful Presentation of Creative
Paper Party Products Greeting Cards
Art Prints and Reproductions Miniatures
Stationery and Invitations Gifts

Congratulations and Best Wishes to the Class of 1978

Zelda's Greenhouse
117 Bouquet Street in Oakland
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15213 - (412) 681-3971
“Able-1 Telephone Answering Service
Our Patience Serving Your Patients For Over 50 Years”
391-1115
Carlton House, Suite 530 550 Grant Street Pittsburgh, Pa. 15219

MEDICAL ARTS PHARMACY, INC.
3710 Fifth Avenue Pittsburgh, Pa. 15213
LUMISCOPE
SONOSCOPES
ANNODS
SURGICAL ELASTIC HOSE
SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS

Congratulation to the Graduating Class
From THE BLACK ANGUS LOUNGE AND RESTAURANT
114 Atwood Street
Pittsburgh, PA 15213
412-621-5844

RALPHS SERVICE
1110 Lowry Ave.
Jeannette, Pa. 15644
Phone 527-3472
“The House of Service and not Excuses”

412 621-2399
tennis
village

5419 Walnut Street
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15232

Yogurt Experience
3524 Fifth Avenue and Meyran Pittsburgh, PA 15213
412/683-5400

“Linens, Dinnerware, Stemware, Flatware, Gifts”

412-621-4498

“Auto Palace Inc.”
5000 Baum Blvd.
Pgh. Pa. 15213
687-4000
ALFA ROMEO DEALER
We Service All Types Foreign Cars.

Bindery
Computer Composition
Newspaper Matrix & Proofs
Sheet & Web Offset

TYPECRAFT PRESS INC.
the complete PRINTING HOUSE
377 McKee Place
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15213
683-6600

Compliments of
ASSOCIATE PATHOLOGISTS LABORATORIES
3126 Forbes Avenue
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15213

Best Wishes
Class of 1978
From Sandy Kazmer
Barbara Metzger
Len West
Steve Dudas
Eaton Representatives

Linens, Dinnerware, Stemware, Flatware, Gifts

MINEO PIZZA HOUSE
2128 Murray Ave.
521-9864
412 Perry Highway
931-9878
At St. Margaret's We Train People Doctors

The Family Practice Residency Program at St. Margaret Memorial Hospital is a three-year program of learning and experience in family medicine. It is designed to help you develop the skill, confidence and dedication you need to become a family doctor.

As one of 30 family practice residents, you will have responsibility for the comprehensive and continuing care of families registered at our Family Health Center. A model of a private physician's office, the health center has nine examining rooms, a residents' office with conference room, a laboratory, minor surgery, business office, nurses' station and patients' reception area.

Our qualifications:

SMMH is a 250-bed, short-term general, non-profit, non-sectarian hospital located in the Lawrenceville section of Pittsburgh.

SMMH is fully accredited by the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals.

The SMMH medical staff is made up of 205 physicians, including 170 board certified or board eligible specialists, and 30 family practitioners. Ninety-one medical staff members hold faculty appointments at the University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine.

The philosophy of SMMH is based on the dignity of the individual patient coupled with quality, personalized patient care.

For additional information and/or application contact:

Paul W. Dishart, M.D.
Director, Family Practice Residency Program and Coordinating Director, Continuing Medical Education
(412) 622-7165

St. MARGARET MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
205 46th Street
Pittsburgh, PA 15201

COMPLIMENTS OF

Allegheny General Hospital

320 EAST NORTH AVENUE
PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA
15212
CONGRATULATIONS

TO THE

CLASS OF 1978

ARTHUR H. RACHIELE
American Medical
Student Association
Physicians National
Housestaff Association
Life Representative

ALPHA OMEGA ALPHA

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE GRADUATING CLASS FROM

PETER'S PUB
116 Oakland Avenue
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15213  412-682-9288

H. SAMSON
Funeral Directors

537 Neville Street
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15213
Phone: 621-2800

COMPLIMENTS AND BEST WISHES

MERCY HOSPITAL
Pride and Locusts Streets
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15219

DON'T LOSE INTEREST
GET
DAY IN DAY OUT INTEREST

ANY MONTH

Open a Pittsburgh National
Bank Money Manager
Savings Account and you'll
collect 5% interest, earned
daily, and compounded
and paid semi-annually.
Now you'll never lose
interest, no matter what
day you deposit or withdraw.

PITTSBURGH NATIONAL BANK
We're helping right where you live

MEMBER F.D.I.C.
NURSING CENTER
5609 FIFTH AVENUE
PGH., PA.-PHONE 362-3500
WE CARE FOR AND ABOUT OUR PATIENTS

UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH
THE BOOK CENTER
4000 Fifth Avenue

"READ AND WATCH YOUR WORLD GROW"

QUALITY PAPER BACKS
FICTION AND NON-FICTION
REFERENCE BOOKS
TECHNICAL BOOKS
EDUCATIONAL MATERIAL
TEXT BOOKS

Mon. thru Thurs. 8:30 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.
Fri. and Sat. 9:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

The Medical Bureau of Pittsburgh
A Service Organization controlled exclusively by Members of the Medical and Dental Professions serving Western Pa.
2310 Clark Building, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222

Best Wishes
From our Bureau which has been offering specialized services to the HEALTH PROFESSIONALS & INSTITUTIONS Since 1937.
(Collections, Budget for Health, Employment services & other benefits.)

For additional information call 471-4848

THE ANGELUS
Pittsburgh's Finest
Modern Convalescent Center
Recreational Therapy
Physical Therapy
200 AMBER ST., PITTSBURGH, PA 15206
TELEPHONE (412) 362-6300

Accredited by Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals

Compliments
Hoechstetter Printing Co., Inc.

Compliments of
UNIVERSITY TRAVEL SERVICE

OFFICIAL TRAVEL AGENCY
FOR UNIV. OF PITT.

PHONE FOR RESERVATIONS
621-3492 OR 624-5580

Free Delivery Service in Oakland
Complete Travel Service At No Extra Cost
3955 Forbes Avenue

Christopher's is someplace special.
An atmosphere of Pittsburgh's heritage. Complemented by select international cuisine.
Dining with a view unequalled atop Mt. Washington.
1411 Grandview Avenue.

CONVALESCENT CENTER
3300 Logan Ferry Road
Murrysville, Pa. 15668
325-1500
Compliments of

St. Francis General Hospital
45th Street off Penn Avenue
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15201

Compliments of

YORK HOSPITAL
YORK, PENNSYLVANIA 17405

Compliments of

McKEESPORT HOSPITAL
McKeesport, Pa. 15132

A major teaching institution with residency programs in Family Practice, Surgery and Internal Medicine and a Progressive Medical Education Program.
We invite your inquiry. —Office of Medical Education

Compliments of

ELI LILLY & CO.
MARVIN J. LALLI
JOHN BYRNE
JAMES DOUGLAS
EDWARD KALISH

NORTH HILLS
PASSAVANT HOSPITAL
extends
Best Wishes
to the
Class of 1978

Congratulations
Class of 1978

THE WASHINGTON HOSPITAL
Washington, Pennsylvania 15301

POST GRADUATE MEDICAL EDUCATION

A program offering a three year Family Practice Residency. A well planned program, both clinically and didactically. The program is headed by a full-time Board Certified Family Practitioner.

Over 17,500 admissions—over 1,600 births.
All Patients in Teaching Program.
Large Outpatient Load.
Over 45,000 E.R. visits.

Excellent working and living conditions. Modern facilities with 615 beds including Neuropsychiatric Unit, Cardiac Care Unit, Intensive Care Unit and an Extended Care Facility.

For more information, write the Director, Post Graduate Medical Education. Personal visits to the Hospital are encouraged and welcome.
BEST WISHES
THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
ADMINISTRATION AND MEDICAL STAFF
of
THE
WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA
HOSPITAL
PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA

To Your Health!

Ever since 1938, we have been serving the health care needs of the people of Western Pennsylvania. Today, over half the area residents look to Blue Cross and Blue Shield for protection against the cost of hospital and medical/surgical care. But that's just part of the story. We are continually innovating...seeking new ways to control health care costs, to provide progressive new methods of health care delivery, to offer realistic protection for all segments of the community, and to conduct public service campaigns that inform people about health care matters.

Together with hospitals, doctors, and health agencies, we are working to provide the finest health care system possible for Western Pennsylvania.

Blue Cross
of Western Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Blue Shield

One Smithfield Street, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15222
® Registered marks Blue Cross Association
®† Registered service marks of the National Association of Blue Shield Plans
CONGRATULATIONS

to

SCOPE AND SCALPEL

from

THE MEDICAL ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

of

THE UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH

1978

University of Pittsburgh

MEDICAL CENTER BOOK STORE

SERVING THE HEALTH PROFESSIONS COMMUNITY

MEDICAL, DENTAL, NURSING, AND PHARMACEUTICAL

AND PUBLIC HEALTH BOOKS

EDUCATIONAL SUPPLIES

SCAIFE HALL

DESO TO AND TERRACE STREETS

PITTSBURGH, PA. 15261

624-2527
Best Wishes
from
THE REGIONAL COMPREHENSIVE REHABILITATION CENTER FOR CHILDREN AND YOUTH

celebrating its 75th year of service

As a fully-accredited specialty hospital and rehabilitation center, the Home For Crippled Children provides care for a daily average of 250 young patients with:

- Injuries from accidents
- Spina bifida
- Brain damage
- Speech defects
- Orthopedic problems
- Emotional disorders
- Cerebral palsy
- Learning disabilities
- And other multiple handicaps

HCC is also a fully-licensed school, an internationally-recognized training center, a research and development center, and a community service agency.

For further information please contact:

Anna J. Chorazy, M.D., Chief, Medical Staff

HOME FOR CRIPPLED CHILDREN
1426 Denniston Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA 15217
Phone (412) 521-9000

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

(412) 687-2234

PITTSBURGH
Travel House
TRAVEL AGENCY

Marilyn Shapera, Owner
3518 Fifth Avenue
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15213

Passport and Visa Pictures—Instantly

Closest agency to the Medical School . . .
Closest to the Hospitals . . .
Closest to the Students Needs . . .

Let us help you with your vacation plans to:

(a) forget last year
(b) get ready for next year
(c) both (a) and (b)
Congratulations
and
Best Wishes
to
Class of '78

Forbes Health System
Family Practice Residency Program
(412) 247-2596

Nicholas A. Toronto, Jr., M.D., Director
Scope & Scalpel '60

CONGRATULATIONS
and
BEST WISHES

McKeesport Hospital
Family Practice
Residency Program
Easy banking, anytime.

Equibank
24 Hour Banking

53471 000 0000000 0

H N L CUSTOMER

Member F.D.I.C.